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Purpose: Smoothed cepstral peak prominence (CPPS) and harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) are 
acoustic measures related to the periodicity, harmonicity, and noise components of an acoustic 
signal. To date, there is little evidence about the advantages of CPPS over HNR in voice 
diagnostics. Recent studies indicate that voice fundamental frequency (F0) and intensity (SPL), 
sample duration (DUR), vowel context (speech versus sustained phonation), and syllable stress 
(SS) may influence CPPS and HNR results. The scope of this work was to investigate the effects 
of voice F0 and SPL, DUR, SS, and token on CPPS and HNR in dysphonic voices. Methods: 
In this retrospective study, 27 Brazilian Portuguese speakers with voice disorders were 
investigated. Recordings of sustained vowels (SV) /a:/ and manually extracted vowels (EV) /a/ 
from CAPE-V sentences were acoustically analyzed with PRAAT program. Results: There was 
a highly significant effect of F0, SPL, and DUR on both CPPS and HNR (p<.001), while SS 
and vowel context significantly affected CPPS only (p<.05). Higher SPL, F0, and lower DUR 
were related to higher CPPS and HNR. SV moderate-to-highly correlated with EVs for CPPS, 
while HNR had few and moderate correlations. In addition, CPPS and HNR highly correlated 
in SV and seven EVs (p<.05). Conclusion: Speaking prosodic variations of F0, SPL, and DUR 
influenced both CPPS and HNR measures and led to acoustic differences between sustained 
and excised vowels, especially in CPPS. Vowel context, prosodic factors, and token type should 
be controlled for in clinical acoustic voice assessment.  
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Effects of Fundamental Frequency, Vocal Intensity, Sample Duration, and 
Vowel Context in Cepstral and Spectral Measures of Dysphonic Voices 
 
Introduction 
Acoustic voice analysis is a widely applied quantitative and noninvasive instrument for 
the clinical evaluation of vocal function. The development of affordable recording 
methodologies and robust acoustic measures has encouraged its use in varied clinical and 
research applications  (Maryn & Weenink, 2015; Patel et al., 2018; Vogel & Maruff, 2008; 
Watts, Awan, & Maryn, 2017). Recently, cepstral peak prominence (CPP) was recommended 
in a standardized voice assessment protocol as a general measure of dysphonia (Patel et al., 
2018). However, despite being proposed as the sole measure for vocal quality, there is still a 
lack of evidence about the advantages in the clinical application of CPP over other measures, 
such as harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) (Aichinger & Kubin, 2018; Awan, Awan, Watts, & 
Gaskill, 2018; Riesgo & Nöth, 2019; Vaz Freitas, Melo Pestana, Almeida, & Ferreira, 2015). 
 
What do cepstral peak prominence and harmonics-to-noise ratio indicate? 
A cepstrum has been described as “a log power spectrum of a log power spectrum” 
(Hillenbrand & Houde, 1996). CPP measures the amplitude of the cepstral peak (the first 
rahmonic) compared to the resembling value on the regression line that runs through the 
cepstrum directly below the first peak. The time of the first cepstral peak corresponds to the 
fundamental period. Besides, the prominence of the cepstral peak is a measure of how 
sinusoidal the power spectrum of the signal is (Riesgo & Nöth, 2019). Thus, a signal whose 
spectrum shows a clear harmonic structure will show a very prominent cepstral peak. An 
alternative cepstral measure is smoothed cepstral peak prominence (CPPS), with an additional 
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processing step of smoothing the cepstra before calculating the peak prominence (Hillenbrand 
& Houde, 1996).  
As a comparison, the spectrum-based HNR evaluates the degree of the acoustic 
periodicity of the voice signal by quantifying the ratio between the periodic (harmonic part) and 
aperiodic (noise) components. HNR estimation may be based on the frequency representation 
through Fourier transformation or may depend on a time-based parameter, such as in the cross-
correlation method in Praat program (Boersma, 1993; Teixeira & Fernandes, 2015).  
CPPS and HNR are both generally used to quantify perceptual dysphonia in several 
laryngeal conditions (Madill, Nguyen, Cham, Novakovic, & McCabe, 2019). Since CPP, CPPS, 
and HNR are related to periodicity, harmonicity, and noise components, they may correlate 
under certain conditions. This has been reported in breathy phonations, with rising of the noise 
floor in the speech spectrum (Heman-Ackah, Michael, & Goding, 2002; Shue, Chen, & Alwan, 
2010). CPP and CPPS have been described as more reliable in dysphonic voices, since they do 
not rely on correct recognition of fundamental frequency (F0) and sound pressure level (SPL) 
to the same extent as so-called traditional acoustic measures such as jitter and shimmer 
(Halberstam, 2004; Heman-Ackah et al., 2002; Patel et al., 2018). Moreover, CPP and CPPS 
showed high correlation and accuracy indices for detection of perceptual dysphonia in sustained 
vowels and also in connected speech (Awan, Roy, Jette, Meltzner, & Hillman, 2010; Brinca, 
Batista, Tavares, Goncalves, & Moreno, 2014; Delgado, León, Jiménez, & Izquierdo, 2017; 
Delgado-Hernandez, Leon-Gomez, Izquierdo-Arteaga, & Llanos-Fumero, 2018; Halberstam, 
2004; Hasanvand, Salehi, & Ebrahimipour, 2017; Heman-Ackah et al., 2003; Moers et al., 
2012; Nuñez-Batalla et al., 2018; Phadke et al., 2018; Selamtzis, Castellana, Salvi, Carullo, & 
Astolfi, 2019). Even though CPP has been described as superior to HNR (Riesgo & Nöth, 
2019), some works also show a strong and significant correspondence between HNR and 
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perceptual analysis of sustained vowels as a result of improvements in HNR estimation methods 
(Moers et al., 2012; Vaz Freitas et al., 2015). Further, a recent study showed that CPP is 
sensitive to changes in vocal tract configuration, while HNR  is less affected by resonatory 
conditions, and may be more reliable than CPP in documenting dysphonia related to signal 
aperiodicity in sustained vowels (Madill et al., 2019). Thus, the benefits of CPP over HNR in 
the daily practice of voice assessment are still open to discussion (Aichinger & Kubin, 2018; 
Awan et al., 2018).  
Considering that CPPS is less dependent on correct F0 and SPL estimation in short term 
analysis, we expect in our work that CPPS presents a better performance compared to HNR. In 
turn, we also expect that HNR will be less influenced by prosodic effects compared to CPPS. 
 
Sustained vowels versus speech samples in cepstral and spectral-based analysis 
Currently, the debate about the ecological validity of sustained vowel (SV) versus 
speech samples in clinical voice evaluation has led to controversial results about the most 
appropriate sample for acoustic analysis (Gerratt, Kreiman, & Garellek, 2016). For many years, 
vowel phonations have been favored over speech tasks in clinical measurements, due to its 
steady properties and higher relative reliability in the calculation of perturbation or spectral-
based indices (Halberstam, 2004; Heman-Ackah et al., 2003; Heman-Ackah et al., 2002; Moers 
et al., 2012; Parsa & Jamieson, 2001; Zhang & Jiang, 2008). In more recent studies, the 
advantage of speech samples for its more natural communication context has been described, 
representing a great benefit to voice diagnostics (Delgado-Hernandez et al., 2018; Heman-
Ackah et al., 2003; Heman-Ackah et al., 2014; Kitayama et al., 2018; Maryn & Weenink, 2015; 
Phadke et al., 2018; Sauder, Bretl, & Eadie, 2017; Selamtzis et al., 2019; Watts et al., 2017).  
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However, for CPP and CPPS the results regarding sustained vowels and connected 
speech were contradictory. While four studies found significant differences between healthy 
and dysphonic voices for both SV and speech samples (Brinca et al., 2014; Delgado-Hernandez 
et al., 2018; Hasanvand et al., 2017; Selamtzis et al., 2019), others reported higher CPP or CPPS 
values for SV as compared to speech (Kitayama et al., 2018; Phadke et al., 2018). Further, 
Gerrat et al. (2016) reported no significant differences between SV and speech. Also, 
correlation tests of CPPS showed a high agreement between SV and speech scores in dysphonic 
voices, and weak to moderate correlation in healthy voices (Nuñez-Batalla et al., 2018).  
Furthermore, the agreement of token type with perceptual dysphonia has been described 
in contradictory terms. In several studies, CPP or CPPS from speech samples correlated better 
to perceptual dysphonia as compared to SV samples (Delgado-Hernandez et al., 2018; 
Halberstam, 2004; Moers et al., 2012), whereas in other works SV was better or equally 
correlated with dysphonia (Awan et al., 2010; Brinca et al., 2014; Heman-Ackah et al., 2002), 
depending on the perceptual parameter. In tests of accuracy, both CPP and CPPS derived from 
SV and vowels from connected speech showed a similar discriminatory power for the detection 
of perceptual dysphonia (Heman-Ackah et al., 2003; Watts & Awan, 2011). However, 
Selamtzis et al. (2019) found a better discriminatory power in extracted vowels from speech.  
In the cepstral analysis of connected speech samples, usually complete sentences with 
heterogeneous information are assessed. These samples may include pauses and unvoiced 
signals (which may act as noise) or preserve only voiced signals, keeping the fluctuations in 
intonation and intensity (Brinca et al., 2014; Delgado-Hernandez et al., 2018; Hasanvand et al., 
2017; Heman-Ackah et al., 2014; Kitayama et al., 2018; Lowell & Hylkema, 2016; Maryn & 
Weenink, 2015; Nuñez-Batalla et al., 2018; Phadke et al., 2018; Sauder et al., 2017; Watts et 
al., 2017). Despite the contributions of this approach to dysphonia detection, the use of entire 
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speech, blended or not with SV, may dissipate the acoustic information and thereby foster 
inaccurate conclusions about vocal function (Kitayama et al., 2018). In addition, studies using 
extracted vowels from connected speech not often control for vowel type and utterance position, 
which might affect measurements results (Castellana, Carullo, Astolfi, Bisetti, & Colombini, 
2018; Gerratt et al., 2016; Selamtzis et al., 2019; Zhang & Jiang, 2008). 
As for HNR, contradictory results regarding the validity of token type have been 
reported, and several alternative algorithms such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Klingholtz, 
1990; Parsa & Jamieson, 2001; Zhang & Jiang, 2008), noise-to-harmonics ratio (NHR) (Gerratt 
et al., 2016; Halberstam, 2004; Heman-Ackah et al., 2003; Heman-Ackah et al., 2002), and 
harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) have been applied (Moers et al., 2012; Parsa & Jamieson, 
2001). Zhang & Jiang (2008) found significant differences between SNR measures of healthy 
versus dysphonic voices for both SV and speech samples. However, SNR measures from speech 
correlated better with dysphonia severity as compared to SV in Klingholtz’s (1990) study. In 
turn, Gerratt et al., (2016) did not find significant differences between SV and extracted vowels 
from speech using NHR. In contrast, NHR measures from SV correlated better than speech with 
auditory-perceptual dysphonia in a study by Halberstam (2004). 
The reported inconsistencies in previous studies may be influenced by several factors, 
such as different recording conditions, software programs and algorithms, severity and type of 
perceptual dysphonia, F0, SPL, sample duration, and vowel context. To date, the role of these 
multiple influencing factors remains unclear in the clinical application of CPPS and HNR. 
 
Influence of speech characteristics on cepstral and spectral parameters  
Differences in acoustic information of SV versus speech samples have been mainly 
attributed to prosodic variations of speech, which are represented by aspects such as pitch and 
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intensity contour, stressing patterns, and syllable duration. Prosodic variations are associated 
with language pragmatics and dialect, personal, educational, cultural, and social aspects 
(Shevchenko, 2003). For instance, according to Shevchenko (2003), Russian women speak 
faster, louder, with higher pitch but less resonance as compared to British women, while 
American women speak with higher pitch and lower accentual duration compared to the British. 
Further, sociocultural trends are linked to intensity, resonance, and time duration patterns, and 
contrast between accented and non-accented syllables (Shevchenko, 2003). 
Changes in acoustic features are expected to naturally and frequently happen in speech 
samples of healthy voices due to shifting in voice F0 and SPL, syllable stress, transitions from 
glides or consonants, and rapid voice onsets/offsets (Awan, Giovinco, & Owens, 2012; Awan 
et al., 2010; Maryn & Weenink, 2015; Parsa & Jamieson, 2001). Variations in voice F0 and 
SPL have been mainly related to adjustments in articulation, vocal fold closure and tonus (Awan 
et al., 2012; Brockmann, Drinnan, Storck, & Carding, 2011; Brockmann-Bauser, Bohlender, & 
Mehta, 2018; Kumar, Bhat, & Prasad, 2010; Teixeira & Fernandes, 2015; Wolfe & Martin, 
1997a, 1997b). Therefore, these variations may affect acoustic measures of signal regularity, 
stability, and harmonic organization. Further, the interaction between F0, window type, and 
length might influence the calculation of CPPS (Fraile & Godino-Llorente, 2014; Riesgo & 
Nöth, 2019; Skowronski, Shrivastav, & Hunter, 2015) and HNR (Boersma, 1993), and 
consequently assessment results.  
The type of syllable stress leads to modifications in F0, SPL, and sample duration, and 
reflects patterns of vocal behavior, carrying information about vocal tract configuration, 
laryngeal and respiratory functions (Awan et al., 2010; Gerratt et al., 2016; Parsa & Jamieson, 
2001). Despite representing an informative characteristic to explore, syllable stress is rarely 
investigated in studies about acoustic voice measures of speech utterances. Therefore, the 
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systematic assessment of F0, SPL, sample duration, and syllable stress may enhance our 
understanding of how these features affect clinical acoustic measurements. 
 
Main research aims  
The main aims of our work in dysphonic Brazilian Portuguese native speakers were to 
a) compare CPPS and HNR measurements between SV and extracted vowels from connected 
speech (EV); b) investigate the effects of F0, SPL, sample duration and syllable stress on CPPS 
and HNR in both vowel contexts.  
 
Methods 
Study design and subjects 
In this cross-sectional retrospective study, 27 adult Brazilian Portuguese native speakers 
(16 women and 11 men) with a mean age of 46 years (SD = 14) were investigated. The mean 
age was 49 years (SD = 13, Range 32-77) for women and 41 years (SD = 13, Range 30-70) for 
men.  
Institutional clinic reports and voice recordings of patients with voice disorders or vocal 
complaints were investigated. Patients were assessed at the Speech-Language Pathology 
Section of a Brazilian University Hospital between February of 2015 and June of 2018. All 
participants lived in the state of Bahia and were native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese with a 
similar dialect. Voice assessments consisted of the history of vocal complaints, laryngoscopy, 
self-assessment questionnaires, and auditory-perceptual analysis of vocal quality. Laryngeal 
diagnoses included peripheral or central neurogenic (22%; vocal fold paralysis, spasmodic 
dysphonia, Parkinson’s disease), structural (70%; nodular lesions, polyps, papilloma, sulcus, 
chronic inflammation, edema, and post-phono surgery) and functional voice disorders (8%; 
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vestibular fold hyper constriction, vocal fold-chink) (Rosen & Murry, 2000). When classifying 
the participant`s professions according to voice use level (do Amaral Catani et al., 2016; 
Koufman & Isaacson, 1991), 16 participants (59%) were non-vocal, and non-professionals, six 
(22%)  non-vocal and professionals, four (15%) professional voice users, and one (4%) was 
elite professional voice user. The present work was approved by the Ethics Committee of the 
Federal University of Bahia (letters n. 2.641.558/ICS and 2.761.949/HUPES). 
 
Perceptual analysis 
In order to characterize the participants' vocal quality and degree of voice deviance, a 
perceptual analysis was performed in the 27 patients' recordings using consecutive sentences of 
the Brazilian Portuguese Consensus Auditory–Perceptual Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V) 
(Behlau, 2004) (Table 1). Three newly trained and one experienced professional performed a 
preliminary perceptual training and calibration using sentences of ten anonymized patients not 
included in the study. Then, the anonymized sentences of each patient were played using the 
same audio device for all raters simultaneously. After all, examiners had performed perceptual 
evaluations individually, they discussed the disagreements, deciding on a final rating by 
consensus. The GRB grades from the GBRAS scale (Hirano, 1981) were used, where 0 was 
considered the absence of deviation, 1 considered as mild, 2 as moderate, and 3 as severe 
deviation of the specific characteristic.  
Perceptual ratings of overall vocal quality by GRBAS scale included mild overall 
deviance in 13 patients (48%), no overall deviance in three patients (11%), moderate overall 
deviance in eight patients (30%), and severe overall deviance in three patients (11%). Mild 
perceptual roughness was found in 13 patients (48%), moderate roughness in nine (33%), and 
severe roughness in two (8%) participants. Mild breathiness was present in 16 (59%) and 
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moderate to severe breathiness in only two patients (8%). Mild strain was present in three (11%) 
and moderate in only one (4%). 
 
Voice recording tasks 
Voice samples consisted of the sustained vowel (SV) /a:/ and ten extracted /a/ vowels 
(EVs) from four sentences of the Brazilian Portuguese version of Consensus Auditory–
Perceptual Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V) (Behlau, 2004) produced in the same voice 
recording session. In the original voice task protocol, participants were asked to say the SVs 
/a:/, /e:/ and /i:/, the months of the year, the numbers 1 to 20, and the six sentences of the CAPE-
V using habitual pitch and SPL. All voice tasks were performed and recorded in this order. 
 
Voice recording techniques 
Subjects performed the voice tasks in a silent acoustic booth, with the ambient noise of 
31 dB(A), which was 16 dB(A) lower than the quietest human voice intensity registered by the 
calibrated sound pressure level meter (MLM02 Tacklife© Decibel Meter) in the same place. A 
monoauricular headset with unidirectional condenser type digital microphone (Satellite AE-
216, frequency response range 20-15 KHz, sensitivity 64+/-3dB), positioned at 5cm distance 
and 45º angle from the mouth was used (Patel et al., 2018; Titze, 1995). Voice recordings were 
done with Praat program (Boersma & Weenink, 2018), with a 44KHz sampling rate and 32-bit 
quantization. Samples were saved in .wav-format on a desktop computer. Conversion from 
uncalibrated voice signal amplitude [as measured by Praat ] to calibrated SPL values indicated 
in dB(A) was achieved using a comparison method (Winholtz & Titze, 1997). For this, 
calibrated speech weighted noise (Wagener, Kühnel, & Kollmeier, 1999) was recorded with 5 
cm distance and 45º angle to the sound source at 50 dB(A), 65 dB(A), 85 dB(A), and 90 dB(A). 
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The difference between known SPL from the calibrated signal and the measured uncalibrated 




General exclusion criteria were incomplete diagnostic or voice recording files and 
recordings with incorrectly performed voice tasks. Specific exclusion criteria regarding the 
acoustic samples were signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, defined as the difference between recording 
SPL in dBA and ambient SPL in dBA) below 30 dB (Deliyski, Shaw, & Evans, 2005), SV 
shorter than 1.5 seconds, speech sample duration below 64.7 milliseconds (ms) after excluding  
transitions, vowel samples with less than five periods (Boersma, 1993), and peak clipping. In 
order to facilitate the investigation of SPL and F0 effects on cepstral and spectral measures, 
also type three signals (Titze, 1995)  with incorrect and unstable F0 and intensity recognition in 
Praat were excluded (Boersma & Weenink, 2018). 
 
Voice sample selection and anonymizing 
Each acoustic signal was visually inspected for quality, peak clipping, sample rate, token 
order, and completeness using the software Audacity® version 2.2.2 (Audacity, 2018). With the 
oscillogram display of Praat, we identified unvoiced sections in the voice recordings and 
registered the intensity of background noise (dB as indicated by Praat). Further, also in Praat 
the narrowband spectrogram with the “show pulses” and “show intensity” settings turned on 
was used for the examination of signal stability. The entire SV and each complete sentence 
from CAPE-V were saved as separate files with an anonymous code.  
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Segmentation and manual extraction of the vowel /a/ in connected speech 
The online tool WebMaus BasicSM (Kisler, Reichel, & Schiel, 2017; Schiel, 1999) was 
applied to generate the automatic phonetic transcription and boundaries of each word sentence 
based on previously provided orthographic information. The Spanish language was chosen 
considering the similarities with the Portuguese language. Next, all the phonetic transcriptions 
were reviewed, and the phonetic boundaries of the targeted vowels corrected. For this, we used 
the wideband spectrogram displayed with the "show pulses" and "show formants," 
spectrogram's dynamic range set in 35 dB, wave periodicity and amplitude in the oscillogram  
(Barbosa & Madureira, 2015) and auditory-perceptual word/vowel recognition. Eleven /a/ 
vowels were extracted from the sentences: Five stressed, five pre-stressed, and one post-
stressed (Table 1). Other vowels /a/ were excluded from the analysis due to pragmatic features 
of the dialect (omission, short time, instability, or low intensity), resulting in the exclusion of 
the entire first and fourth CAPE-V sentences. Each targeted vowel was manually extracted 
without the transition part and was saved as a separated file (Castellana, Selamtzis, Salvi, 
Carullo, & Astolfi, 2017). 
 
Acoustic analysis and outcome measures 
Praat program version 6.046 (Boersma & Weenink, 2018) was used to conduct acoustic 
analysis of the 27 SV and the 202 EV samples. Assessed was the section 0.6 to 1.1 seconds 
from each recording, applying the same analysis script for both vowel types (Brockmann-
Bauser et al., 2018). The mean SNR (Deliyski et al., 2005) of the 229 samples was 43 dB SPL 
(SD = 3).  
The selected acoustic measures were time duration of the extracted vowel samples 
(DUR), mean fundamental frequency (F0), mean sound pressure level (SPL), mean harmonics-
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to-noise ratio (HNR), and smoothed cepstral peak prominence (CPPS). Table 2 summarizes the 
technical information and the steps performed in Praat program.  
 
Statistical analysis 
Data were analyzed with the software SPSS© version 25 (IBM, 2017). The descriptive 
analysis comprised mean (M), standard deviation (SD), confidence interval (CI), and frequency 
distribution through contingency tables and scatter plot graphics.  
To test the data distribution, the Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to all 229 vowels. Results 
showed a non-normal distribution for CPPS, W = .99, p = .03, and for HNR, W = .98, p = .01. 
However, the data distribution between groups, analyzed with the Levene’s test of equality of 
variances, showed homogeneous distribution of CPPS and HNR for syllable stress (respectively 
F = 2.44, p = .07 and F = 1.66, p = .18) and token (respectively F = 1.73, p = .07 and F = 1.26, 
p = .25), which fulfilled the requirements for using parametric tests.  
To investigate the suitability of the data for performing regression analysis, assumptions 
of normality, homoscedasticity, and absence of multicollinearity were tested in residual data. 
First, the distribution of the residual of HNR and CPPS scores conformed to the diagonal line 
indicated in the Q-Q plot, showing a normal distribution. Next, the predicted and standardized 
HNR and CPPS residuals distribution showed random and equal distribution on a scatter plot, 
confirming homoscedasticity of residuals distribution. Finally, variance inflation factor values 
showed no correlation between co-variables, VIF = 1.0 – 2.4, except for DUR, which showed 
a weak correlation between SPL, VIF = 3.7, and F0, VIF = 3.6. Thus, the absence of 
multicollinearity was confirmed, and the requirements for implementation of regression tests 
were fulfilled. 
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To investigate the effects of F0, SPL, DUR, syllable stress and vowel context (SV versus 
type of EV) on CPPS and HNR, Linear Mixed Model (LMM) analysis with ANCOVA was 
applied (compound symmetry co-variance type, token vowels as repeated measures, with 
confidence interval of 95% and significance level ≤ .05. LMM analysis also provided the results 
of paired mean comparisons between sustained vowels and extracted vowels for CPPS and 
HNR. After that, estimation of mean values for CPPS and HNR after exclusion of SPL, F0 and 
DUR effects were calculated; then post hoc paired comparisons between sustained and each 
extracted vowel was applied (based on estimated means), using the Bonferroni correction to 
avoid type one errors of multiple comparisons (confidence interval of 95%, significance level 
≤ .05).   
Moreover, correlation tests between SV and the eleven EVs for CPPS, NHR, F0, and 
SPL were performed using the Paired sample Pearson coefficient. Additional correlation tests 
between CPPS and HNR for SV and the eleven EVs were applied using the Spearman`s Rank 
Correlation Coefficient. Coefficients between 0.1 and 0.3 were considered weak, between 0.4-













Mean differences and correlations between sustained and extracted vowels in CPPS and 
HNR 
Table 3 displays the mean distribution of CPPS, HNR, F0, SPL, and DUR in sustained 
vowels (SV) and the 11 extracted vowels (EVs). For CPPS, all EVs were significantly different 
from the sustained vowel (p = .005-.036). In turn, there were no significant differences between 
sustained and extracted vowels for HNR (p > .05). 
Significant correlations between sustained and extracted vowels were more frequent and 
stronger for CPPS compared to HNR (Table 4). For CPPS, EVs 6 and 8 strongly correlated with 
SV, r (23-14) =.71-.81, p = .000-.004, and EVs 1, 5, 7, 10 and 11 had moderate to weak 
correlations, r (15-24) = .45-.59, p = .004-.05. As for HNR, only EVs 2, 5, 6 and 10 showed 
significant and moderate to weak correlation with SV, r (15-24) = .42-.55, p = .024-.05 (Table 
4). 
 
Effects of F0, SPL, DUR, syllable stress, and vowel context on CPPS and HNR 
  The parameters F0, SPL, and DUR had significant effects on both CPPS (p ≤ .003) and 
HNR (p ≤ .02). All observed effects were more significant for CPPS than for HNR (Table 5). 
Syllable stress and type of extracted vowel had a significant influence on CPPS (p ≤ .003), 
whereas no effect was found for HNR (p ≥ .06) (Table 5). 
Mean fundamental frequency of  EVs 1 and 5 significantly and strongly correlated with 
SV, r (23-24) = .71, p < .001, while EVs 2, 6 and 11 showed a moderate to weak correlation,  r 
(16-23) = .45-.64, p = .003-.05. These five EVs also showed significant correlations for CPPS 
and HNR (Table 4). The distribution of CPPS and HNR with F0 (Figure 1a) and SPL (Figure 
1b) demonstrates an increase of CPPS and HNR with higher F0 and SPL, but the strength of 
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correlation would depend on the vowel context. The distribution of CPPS and HNR with DUR 
(Figure 2) shows the concentration of higher CPPS and HNR values in lower sample lengths. 
Additionally, CPPS values had a more gathered distribution, while HNR showed a larger spread 
configuration (Figure 2).  Finally, Figure 3 shows the distribution of CPPS and HNR according 
to the stressing pattern. The lower acoustic measures are concentrated in the stressed vowels, 
which also had higher time durations.   
 
Correlation between HNR and CPPS 
Spearman´s Rank test showed a strong significant correlation between CPPS and HNR 
for SV, r (27) = .86, p <.001. As for the extracted vowels, the results showed more variation: 
EVs 4, 5, 10 and 11 showed a significantly strong correlation between CPPS and HNR, r (14-
24) = 0.82-0.86, p <.001, EVs 1, 7 and 9 also showed strong correlations, but with lower values 
as compared to SV, r (15-22) = 0.70-0.75, p <.001, and EV 2 showed a moderate correlation, r 
(16) = 0.57, p = .022. There was no significant correlation for CPPS and HNR in EVs 3, 6, and 
8. 
 
Estimated means after correction for F0, SPL, and DUR 
After adjusting the means and confidence intervals by excluding the confounding factors F0, 
SPL, and DUR using Bonferroni test, it is possible to observe an inversion in the relationship 
between sustained and extracted vowels for both CPPS and HNR (Table 6). In CPPS, extracted 
vowels consistently showed lower means, Ms = 22.5-24.4, than SV, M = 30 dB, with only one 
significant difference between SV and EV5, M = 22.9 p =.04. On the other hand, for HNR, EVs 
consistently showed higher means, Ms = 14.1-19.3, than SV, M = 13 dB, and no significant 
differences between vowel contexts. The range of CPPS values between EVs narrowed from 4 
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dB in Table 3 to 2 dB in Table 6. It also happened with HNR values, but the variance between 




In our study of voice disordered adults, speaking prosody variations of F0, SPL, sample 
duration (DUR) significantly influenced CPPS and HNR measures. These effects may explain 
the differences between sustained and excised vowels. Further, the vowel context and syllable 
stress affected CPPS, but not HNR in dysphonic voices. Therefore, vowel context, prosodic 
factors such as F0 and SPL, and token type should be controlled for in clinical acoustic voice 
assessment.  
Natural prosodic speech variations are associated with rapid changes of F0, SPL, and 
DUR patterns, which are influenced by language pragmatics and dialect, but also personal, 
educational, cultural, social, and occupational aspects. Thus, the adjustments in vocal fold tonus 
and vocal tract position required by prosodic changes affected the harmonic organization, 
periodicity, and stability of a voice signal. Our results showed strong effects for CPPS, while 
the effects were less distinct for HNR. Given this, especially measurements of CPPS in vowels 
from connected speech are affected by several confounding factors that should be considered 
in clinical acoustic voice assessments and decision-making. One way to partially control for 
some confounding factors would be by applying F0 and SPL adapted normative values while 
assessing SVs and EVs from stressed syllables of speech utterances.  
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Understanding F0 and SPL effects on CPPS and HNR 
In the present study, voice pathologies like polyps, nodules, vocal fold palsy, sulcus, 
and vocal chink may have increased signal aperiodicity and noise, lowering CPPS/HNR 
(Akbari, Seifpanahi, Ghorbani, Izadi, & Torabinezhad, 2018; Kumar et al., 2010; Lopes et al., 
2017). Also, higher F0 may have been produced with more strained and louder phonation in the 
present group (Awan et al., 2012; Brockmann-Bauser et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2010; Teixeira 
& Fernandes, 2015; Wolfe & Martin, 1997a). Louder and higher voicing involves a higher 
medial compression of the vocal folds. Such adjustments may result in improved glottal closure 
and signal periodicity, causing better (higher) CPPS and HNR measures (Awan et al., 2012; 
Brockmann et al., 2011). Thus, besides prosodic speech variations, general voice use patterns 
associated with F0 and SPL changes are expected to influence CPPS and HNR. 
While the direct relationship of CPPS and HNR with SPL is consistent in healthy and 
dysphonic voices (Brockmann-Bauser et al., 2018; Phadke et al., 2018), the relationship with 
F0 seems more variable for dysphonic voices (Lopes et al., 2017; Teixeira & Fernandes, 2015). 
Also, differences in vocal behavior associated with gender, such as a generally louder speaking 
voice SPL in men, make the interpretation of the interaction between F0, SPL and acoustic 
measures more complex (Awan et al., 2012; Awan et al., 2010; Brockmann et al., 2011; 
Brockmann-Bauser et al., 2018; Hasanvand et al., 2017). In healthy voices, sustained vowels 
tend to be breathier and less loud in women. However, this is less marked in speech utterances 
(Awan et al., 2010; Brockmann-Bauser et al., 2018; Hasanvand et al., 2017). Therefore, we 
recommend that clinicians mind the patient´s vocal behavior during voice recordings in order 
to obtain more representative samples of the habitual voice performance. This should mainly 
be applied to obtain more reliable comparisons between assessments before and after therapy. 
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Interpreting the effects of DUR and syllable stress on CPPS and HNR 
In the present study, the shorter sample durations (i.e., vowel length) obtained from 
extracted vowels resulted in better CPPS and HNR ratings. One possible reason for this may be 
the smaller content regarding signal periodicity and harmonicity in EVs (65 to 220ms) as 
compared to SV (500ms).  
Concerning CPPS, the short samples may have undergone a partial smoothing process, 
resulting in higher CPPS scores. Praat program only performs the time-smoothing when two or 
more frames emerge after the power cepstrogram computation (Boersma & Weenink, 2018). 
That was the case for 33% of the voice samples, which had a sample duration above 102ms and 
pitch frames above 23 before smoothing. The other 77% were below 106ms and 24 pitch 
frames, having only one time-frame after power cepstrogram computation. Based on these 
results and considering the settings used in our signal processing, we conclude that 110ms and 
23 pitch frames would be the minimal requirement for homogeneous and systematic CPP 
smoothing in Praat. Future studies controlling the smoothing techniques along with window 
length and F0 should give a clear concept of the clinically most useful methods for smoothing 
in short signals.  
For HNR, the combination of very short windows length (less than 80ms) combined 
with aperiodic signals and a certain degree of noise may have caused more sample losses and a 
larger dispersion of values with more outliers. As pointed out by Boersma (1993), HNR values 
do not deteriorate in very short windows, but there is an increase in pitch determination errors, 
leading to measurement inaccuracies. Thus, the ideal condition for an accurate short-term HNR 
measurement in Praat would be at least a minimum of 4.5 fundamental frequency periods and 
80ms duration (DUR).  
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Regarding the effect of syllable stressing patterns, vowels from stressed syllables had a 
higher mean sample duration and thus were more suitable for short-term analysis of spectral 
and cepstral-based measures. However, vowels with similar syllable-stressing conditions still 
may present different F0 and SPL depending on their position in the word and the sentence due 
to prosodic variations (in press). We observed that stressed EVs 5 (sAbe) and 7 (lÁ), both 
positioned at the beginning of a word and sentence, showed high CPPS, HNR, F0, and SPL 
means altogether. This observation is compliant with an ascendant prosodic intonation, related 
to more vocal effort, laryngeal tension, and thereby in our study a higher signal periodicity and 
harmonicity (Brockmann-Bauser et al., 2018; Park & Stepp, 2018). On the opposite, stressed 
EV 4 (AcabAr), positioned at the end of a word and sentence, showed lower CPPS, HNR, F0, 
and SPL altogether. Consequently, this may result from lower vocal fold tension, higher glottal 
open quotients, and more variable mucosa cover vibration in the vocal folds (Brockmann-
Bauser et al., 2018).  
 
CPPS versus HNR in clinical diagnostics  
In this work, CPPS and HNR showed high correlations with each other in SV and EVs 
from stressed and pre-stressed syllables. While CPPS showed more stable and robust results, 
for HNR, there was more loss of samples, outliers, and variability of values. This suggests that, 
despite some conceptual similarities between CPPS and HNR, CPPS is more precise for 
measuring aperiodic signals in extracted vowels from speaking samples due to its relative 
independence of correct pitch estimation  (Fraile & Godino-Llorente, 2014; Maryn & Weenink, 
2015; Riesgo & Nöth, 2019; Shue et al., 2010). Moreover, HNR is influenced by cycle 
boundaries tracking and vocal tract configuration (Fraile & Godino-Llorente, 2014; Parsa & 
Jamieson, 2001; Teixeira & Fernandes, 2015). Adding noise may mask the underlying F0, 
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leading to a higher possibility of pitch determination errors and inaccuracies in HNR rates 
(Boersma, 1993). In turn, CPPS seemed to be more sensitive to articulatory and speaking 
prosodic effects, calling attention to the necessity of controlling these factors during voice 
assessment. 
The higher accuracy of CPPS to detect voice disorders using connected speech analysis 
(Sauder et al., 2017), does not entail a full advantage over HNR in the clinical setting. The 
clinical application of CPPS to discriminate the degree, type, and etiology of dysphonia is still 
limited (Phadke et al., 2018; Riesgo & Nöth, 2019). In our study, HNR was less sensitive to 
changes in articulatory, F0, SPL, and DUR. Further, HNR may be more suitable for acoustic 
assessment with sustained vowels in type 1 and 2 signals. As argued by several authors, HNR 
may be equally or more reliable than CPPS to identify dysphonia and roughness in SV 
(Latoszek, De Bodt, Gerrits, & Maryn, 2018; Latoszek, Maryn, Gerrits, & De Bodt, 2017; 
Moers et al., 2012; Vaz Freitas et al., 2015). HNR was also incorporated to multiparametric 
indices such as AVQI and has potentially high applicability in short-time segment analysis in 
certain types of voice pathology (Klingholtz, 1990; Maryn & Weenink, 2015; Zhang & Jiang, 
2008). Additionally, cepstral analysis is not yet widely available in custom software accessible 
to general health care professionals, unlike HNR. Severely dysphonic voices represent nearly a 
quarter of all patients assisted in health care facilities (Gillespie, Dastolfo, Magid, & Gartner-
Schmidt, 2014), which means that 75% of patients might be suitable for spectral or frequency-
based acoustic measurements available in most custom acoustic analysis tools. This should be 
considered for health care systems with limited resources for clinical assistance.  
The research community broadly recognizes the Praat program as a reliable open-source 
software (Boersma, 2002). Praat has been shown to discriminate perceptual dysphonia using 
frequency, spectral and cepstral-based measures like HNR and CPPS respectively (Maryn & 
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Weenink, 2015; Vaz Freitas et al., 2015; Watts et al., 2017), which turns it an attractive tool for 
the clinical application and research in low-cost technology circumstances. Additionally, Praat 
allows the concurrent calculation of multiple acoustic measures, enabling the study of complex 
associations between voice parameters.  Moreover, it is highly suitable for short-term analysis, 
allowing the calculation of both SV and speech samples in different ways. This software uses 
the Gaussian-shaped window as standard that gives no adjacent lobes and analyzes more 
samples per frame (Boersma & Weenink, 2018) in comparison to the commonly used 
rectangular and Hamming window types. However, so far, there is a lack of validated normative 
values for acoustic measures analyzed with Praat, which hinders the clinical interpretation of 
measurement results. Given this, future studies should provide normative and standardized 
measures using Praat program considering the influence of F0, SPL, and token. 
Assuming that CPPS and HNR have been mostly compared to perceptual results so far, 
further studies from the perspective of laryngeal, pulmonary, and articulatory function 
considering various diagnosis groups would contribute to understanding the advantages of 
CPPS and HNR in clinical decision making. 
 
Cepstral and spectral measures in sustained and extracted vowels from speech 
In our study, we aimed to compare cepstral and spectral values between sustained and 
extracted vowels from connected speech samples in Brazilian Portuguese language, including 
a wide variety of ages, voice disorders, and degrees of perceptual dysphonia. We presume that 
CPPS and HNR results for SV and EV in our study were influenced by the high prevalence of 
absent or mild perceptual dysphonia (59%) and absent or mild breathiness (92%), along with 
the exclusion of type 3 signals. However, the relationship between Type 3 and 4 signals and 
reliability of CPPS measurements have been poorly studied so far.  
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When comparing our CPPS distribution for EVs (means 22-26.9dB) with other works 
using Praat, we found similar values on both non-dysphonic (mean range 16.5-23dB) and 
dysphonic group (14.7-20.3dB) as reported by Sauder et al.(2017), who analyzed voiced and 
unvoiced components in the second sentence of the rainbow passage. Also, Kitayama et al. 
(2018) identified thresholds ranging 20.8-23dB for discriminating normophonic from 
dysphonic voices, using only voiced sentence passages in Japanese language. Moreover, Watts 
et al. (2017) found a difference of 9 dB in CPPS indices from speaking samples in Finnish and 
English languages. The proportion of unvoiced components in speaking samples, which varies 
among languages, may influence the prominence of harmonic organization over the noise 
content measured by the cepstral parameters, yielding divergent CPPS results among speaking 
samples (Zhang & Jiang, 2008). 
As for sustained vowels, our mean CPPS (23dB) was similar to values reported by Watts 
et al. (2017) (22.6/22.9dB) in healthy and dysphonic speakers. Further, our results were lower 
than those found by Kitayama et al. (2018) (29.5/30.3dB) in normophonic speakers, and higher 
than values reported by Phadke et al. (2018) (13.6 dB), Nuñez-Batalla et al. (2018) (16dB), 
Delgado-Hernandez et al. (2018) (14.9 dB for normophonic and 11.5dB for dysphonics), and 
Brockmann-Bauser et al. (in press) (16 dB) in healthy female speakers.  
Regarding HNR, our mean value for sustained vowel (18.7dB) was almost like those 
published by Vaz-Freitas, Pestana, Almeida, & Ferreira (2018) (19.5dB) measured in a 
heterogeneous group of dysphonia degrees. Further, our results were lower as compared to a 
group of healthy speakers from studies by Delgado et al. (2017) and Brockmann-Bauser et al. 
(2018) (respectively 24.9dB and 27.7dB). Further, Moers et al. (2012)found a mean HNR of 
12.8dB in a group with varying degrees of dysphonia, and a mean of 15.7 dB in the group with 
the more reliable pitch recognition. Based on the above-described results from the literature, 
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we conclude that to date, there is no consensus regarding normative values representative of 
healthy and disordered voices for HNR and CPPS using Praat program. Therefore, in future 
studies, it is important to control for gender, F0, SPL, type of acoustic signal (token), algorithm, 
and prevalence of perceptual dysphonia while reporting acoustic measures. 
Speech tasks might highlight shortcomings of an individual's voice behavior, such as by 
an effort and endurance test challenging vocal performance (Klingholtz, 1990). Given this, the 
analysis of extracted vowels from connected speech provides additional information about 
vocal fold behavior and compensations in the presence of pragmatic, respiratory, and 
articulatory demands (Watts & Awan, 2015). Also, comparing acoustic information of stressed 
vowels in different positions may evidence specific voice disorders. Previous reports have 
already shown extreme changes in a word section spoken by dysphonic patients, attributed to 
shifting in phonatory regularity at the termination of a breath group  (Watts & Awan, 2015).   
The control of smaller short-term speech sections, however, should be applied as 
complementary to SV, since both contexts may convey clinically relevant and distinct 
information about vocal behavior in healthy and dysphonic voices (Watts & Awan, 2011). 
Sustained vowels would emphasize instabilities of F0 and SPL in relatively stable conditions, 
such as in asymmetry or irregularity of vocal fold vibration, some types of hyperfunctional 
dysphonia, and essential tremor. Speech tasks could underline signs of severe irregularities of 
vocal fold vibration or vocal fatigue. Hypofunctional voice disorders, Reinke’s edema, vocal 
fold scars, and sulcus vocalis, for example, may show fewer variations in SPL and F0 during 
speech utterance, while cerebellar voice disorders may show exacerbated variations or 









In dysphonic voices, F0, SPL, and DUR affected more markedly CPPS than HNR. 
Further, CPPS was affected by vowel context (sustained versus extracted vowel) and syllable 
stress, while HNR was not influenced by these factors.  Thus, CPPS may be more sensitive to 
changes in vocal tract configuration than HNR. Despite that, CPPS seems more suitable for 
assessing extracted vowels from speaking samples, while HNR may be adequate in the 
assessment of dysphonia using sustained vowels, especially when pitch and intensity are 
correctly recognized. Further studies of cepstral and spectral measures in pathologic voices are 
warranted to understand how these influencing factors may be controlled for in measurements 
of CPPS and HNR. Controlling the smoothing techniques along with window length and F0 
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Tables and Figures 
 
Table 1. The Brazilian Portuguese version of four CAPE-V sentences: Target vowels /a/ 
(underlined, in bold and capital letters) and phonetic dialect transcription 
 
Sentence Phonetic transcription Extracted vowels  
"'Agora é horA de acAbAr"  a.ɡˈɔ.ɾ ˈɛ ˈɔ.ɾɐ dʒi a.ka.bˈa EV1-4 
"sônia sAbe sambAr sozinha"  sˈõ.ɲɐ sˈa.bi sã.bˈa sɔ.zˈi.ɐ   EV5, EV6 
" olha lÁ o Avião Azul"  ˈɔ.λɐ lˈa u a.vi.ˈãu a.zˈu EV7-9 









Table 2. Description of acoustic measures and commands used in Praat 
 
Measure Unit Description a, b Commands in Praat b, c 
DUR s Reflects the window length of 
the extracted vowels 
1.Sound object: Query time domain; 
2.Get total duration. 
F0 Hz Main waveform repetition rate 
(cycles) per second and 
forward cross-correlation 
method (experimental for 
short-time windows) 
1.Sound object: Analyze Periodicity; 
2.To Pitch (cc) (standard settings); 
3.Pitch object: Get mean. 
 
SPL dB(A) Represents the power of an 
acoustic signal and affects the 
amplitude of cycles 
1.Sound object: To Intensity (standard 
settings); 
2.Intensity object: Get mean, dB method. 
HNR dB The ratio between harmonic 
and noise components based on 
cross-correlation method 
1.Sound object: Analyze Periodicity; 
2.To Harmonicity (cc) (standard settings); 
3.Harmonicity object: Get mean. 
CPPS dB CPP: Difference in amplitude 
between the cepstral peak and 
the corresponding value on the 
regression line that is directly 
below the peak 
CPPS: the Power Cepstrogram 
object is smoothed by 
averaging cepstra across time 
first, and then across quefrency 
1.Sound object: Filter (stop Hann Band). 
Settings: 0 to 34Hz, Smoothing 0.1 Hz; 
2.Filtered sound object: To Power 
Cepstrogram (standard settings); 
3.Power Cepstrogram object: Get CPPS. 
Settings: No subtracting tilt, time window 
0.01(5 frames), quefrency window 
0.001(10 bin), Peak search range 60-330 
Hz, Tolerance 0.05, Parabolic 
Interpolation, Tilt line frequency range 
0.001-0, Straight line, Robust fit method.  
dB = decibels, Hz = Hertz, s = seconds. a (Baken & Orlikoff, 2000), b (Boersma & Weenink, 2018),c (Maryn & 
Weenink, 2015) 
Running Head: CPPS AND HNR IN SUSTAINED VERSUS SPEECH VOWELS 
 
 
Table 3. Distribution of acoustic measures by token type 
SD =standard deviation, CI = confidence interval, dB = decibels, Hz = Hertz, s = seconds. * ANCOVA with Bonferroni correction shows significant difference between SV 
































































CI 22 - 24 22-27 25-28 25-27 20-25 22-25 22-25 22-25 25-29 24-28 21-26 23-27 
HNR (dB) 
Mean (SD) 18.7 (4) 
 















CI 17 - 20 12 - 15 17-20 13-18 10-16 14-18 15-18 15-19 18-23 16-21 10-17 12-18 
F0 (Hz) 
Mean (SD) 165.1(36) 155.1(37) 168.1(32) 172.2(42) 
 




178.3(30) 160 (42) 159.8(38) 
 
170 (33) 
CI 151-180 139-171 151-185 149-195 120-154 144-175 133-163 131-163 160-196 137-183 137-183 154-185 
SPL (dBA) 
Mean (SD) 87.2 (3) 88.6 (3) 89.0 (3) 89.6 (3) 86.5 (3) 
 
90.2 (3) 88.8 (3) 89.2 (4) 
 





CI 86 - 89 87-90 87-91 88-91 85-88 87-92 88-90 88-91 89-92 86-90 79-83 89-92 
DUR (s) 
Mean (SD) 0.50 (.00) 0.08 (.02) 0.07 (.00) 0.08 (.02) 0.10 (.03) 0.12 (.04) 0.09 (.03) 0.12 (.04) 0.07 (.01) 0.07 (.01) 0.07 (.01) 0.08 (.02) 
CI 0.50-0.50 0.08-0.09 0.07-0.07 0.06-0.09 0.08-0.11 0.10-0.14 0.08-0.11 0.10-0.14 0.07-0.07 0.07-0.08 0.07-0.08 0.07-0.09 
Running Head: CPPS AND HNR IN SUSTAINED VERSUS SPEECH VOWELS 
 
 
Table 4. Paired correlation between SV and EV for CPPS, 





dB = decibels, Hz = Hertz, * Paired sample Pearson´s test shows significant 




CPPS (dB) HNR (dB) F0 (Hz) SPL (dBA) N 
EV 1 0.49* 0.31 0.71** 0.14 23 
EV 2 0.45 0.53* 0.49* 0.48 16 
EV 3 0.32 0.14 0.43 0.30 15 
EV 4 0.41 0.34 0.50 0.17 15 
EV 5 0.57* 0.46* 0.72** 0.20 24 
EV 6 0.81** 0.42* 0.45* 0.45* 23 
EV 7 0.56* 0.20 0.00 0.28 23 
EV 8 0.71* 0.38 0.35 0.52 14 
EV 9 0.24 0.22 0.25 -0.20 15 
EV 10 0.59* 0.55* 0.48 -0.02 15 
EV 11 0.45* 0.44 0.64* -0.09 19 
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Table 5. Effects of F0, SPL, DUR, syllable stress and vowel 







CI = confidence interval, SER = standard error, df = degree of freedom, dB 
= decibels, Hz = Hertz, s = seconds.  *ANCOVA significant effect p ≤.05, 





F SER df F SER df 
F0 (Hz) 37.9** 0.01 209 27.1** 0.01 204 
SPL (dBA) 31.2** 0.07 212 15.8** 0.09 209 
DUR (s) 8.9* 6.24 195 5.4* 8.64 187 
Syllable  Stress 6.9* 2.29 201 1.7 3.80 195 
Extracted vowel 2.7* 2.69 196 5.7 3.73 187 
Running Head: CPPS AND HNR IN SUSTAINED VERSUS SPEECH VOWELS 
 
 
Table 6. Estimated Means of CPPS and HNR after 















CI = confidence interval, * Bonferroni adjustment for multiple 
comparisons - significant difference from SV p ≤ .05, a = Covariates 
appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: Mean 




Mean (CI) Mean (CI) 
SV  30 (26-35)  12 (5-18)  
EV 1   23.6 (22-25)  14.1 (14-17) 
EV 2  24.1 (22-26)  18.3 (16-21) 
EV 3   23.5 (22-25) 15.6 (13-18) 
EV 4   23.3 (22-25)  15.8 (14-18) 
EV 5   22.9 (22-24) * 15.5 (14-17) 
EV 6   23.1 (22-24) 17.2 (15-19) 
EV 7   23.2 (22-25) 17.2 (16-19) 
EV 8    24.3 (23-26) 19.3 (17-22) 
EV 9   24.4 (23-26) 19.2 (18-22) 
EV 10   22.3 (21-24)  14.3 (12-17) 
EV 11  22.5 (21-24) 15.2 (13-17) 
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Figure 1. Distribution of CPPS and HNR with F0 (a) and SPL (b). There was a positive 
relationship for F0 and SPL with CPPS and HNR respectively. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of CPPS and HNR with DUR. Logarithmic transformation was used to 
report the distribution of the acoustic measure (Y-axis) and sample duration (X-axis). In general, 
shorter samples showed better CPPS values. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of CPPS (dB), HNR (dB), DUR (seconds, values were multiplied by 
100), and SPL (dB, values were multiplied by 0.1) across type of syllable stress. The higher 
the vowel duration, the lower the acoustic values (CPPS and HNR) 
 
